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We are committed to making the most technologically 

advanced and comfortable support surfaces for both 

home and medical applications.



We are problem solvers 

We like challenges and are hyper-responsive to our customers’ needs. 

We manufacture the best comfort products with the most technologically 
advanced materials.

We are a company born in 1997 out of the desire to improve the life of 
patients through superior comfort surfaces.  We firmly believe in providing 
long-lasting, high-value products with resilience factors above 55% — an 
essential factor in the comfort level of a mattress.

We are proud of our NOAH Acute Care Mattresses, which removes excess 
surface heat and moisture, while its resilience and softness reduces 
pressure ulcers.

We love to design products that are customer specific, specializing in 
mattresses, emergency sheets, stretchers, and acute care products.  We 
are continually innovating, whether it be a mattress with both firm and 
soft sides or advanced high-density foams for bariatric patients. We also 
offer specialty covers, including ones with sensors that monitor patient 
movement. 

Our home office is located in Austin, Texas. We have two distribution 
warehouses located in Laredo, Texas, and San Diego, California.  

We can manufacture any foam  

product with virtually any type of vinyl 

or fabric, in just about any dimension. 
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NEW 
PRODUCT

SKU Size

NAC3576 35”X76”
NAC3580 35”X80”
NAC3584 35”X84”
NAC3976 39”X76”
NAC3980 39”X80”
NAC3984 39”X84”
NAC4276 42”X76”
NAC4280 42”X80”
NAC4284 42”X84”

Introducing our new  

Noah Acute Comfort Care Mattress

NOAH and FELIPE are the only foams in the world that remove excess heat and moisture by allowing air to pass 
through them without losing their properties. You receive the benefits of open cell technology as well as having the 
pressure reducing applications of viscoelastic foam which assists in the reduction of pressure ulcers. 

We combine our breathable NOAH and FELIPE memory foams with our high-resilience foams 
to create this incredibly comfortable surface. It is the perfect combination for intensive care 
applications where a less humid bed surface is critical. 

Introducing our two new  

REVOLUTIONARY FOAMS
FELIPE represents a new generation of reticulated open cell memory 
foam. It is specially designed to target the main weaknesses of 
conventional memory foam. By introducing its breathable open-cell 
nature it enables the release of body heat, providing greater comfort.

NOAH

FELIPE

For more information on these remarkable foams, visit our website austinhealthsolutions.com

F I N A L L Y  A F T E R   

25 YEARS OF 
TRIALS

Our Pressure Redistribution 
Technology is comprised of 
our two new proprietary open 
cell viscoelastic foams. 

NOAH is our carbon-based open cell memory foam which 
has a physical structure that allows the foam to self-ventilate. 
Moisture is able to travel throughout the material while 
dispersing body heat. 
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Mono Density Mattress

The Mono Density Mattress 
is made of a super 
comfortable high-resilience,  
high-density medical 
grade foam making it very 
comfortable.

Our Mono Density Mattresses 
can withstand up to 350 lbs. 

SKU Size

MDM3576 35”X76”
MDM3580 35”X80”
MDM3584 35”X84”
MDM3976 39”X76”
MDM3980 39”X80”
MDM3984 39”X84”
MDM4276 42”X76”
MDM4280 42”X80”
MDM4284 42”X84”

Smart-Turn Mattress

SKU Size

STM3576 35”X76”
STM3580 35”X80”
STM3584 35”X84”
STM3976 39”X76”
STM3980 39”X80”
STM3984 39”X84”
STM4276 42”X76”
STM4280 42”X80”
STM4284 42”X84”

The Dual Density Mattress is made to attend to different patient needs, a firm 
side, and a soft side. The firm side is for patients that prefer more support and 
pressure redistribution. The soft side is made with a high density, high resilience 
super soft foam, that guarantees support and comfort. Both sides have a soft feet 
heel area as well as a built-in 6” side perimeter to help ease resident transfers and 
reduce the risk of falls. 

SKU Size

HRM3576 35”X76”
HRM3580 35”X80”
HRM3584 35”X84”
HRM3976 39”X76”
HRM3980 39”X80”
HRM3984 39”X84”
HRM4276 42”X76”
HRM4280 42”X80”
HRM4284 42”X84”

High Resilience Mattress

Our High Resilience 
and Smart-Turn Mattresses 
are built with medical grade  
foam, offer firm side-rails for better 
support, have soft feet to reduce pressure ulcers, withstand up to 350 lbs., and 
have both a sag/comfort factor above 2.5 and a 55% resilience.

All of our mattresses can be custom designed to your specifications, including bariatric 
requirements. All of our mattresses include a fire barrier and are shipped compressed for easy 

handling. For additional personalization, we can add your logo or graphic.
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Replacement Mattress Cover

SKU Size

CSH3576 35”X76”
CSH3580 35”X80”
CSH3584 35”X84”
CSH3976 39”X76”
CSH3980 39”X80”
CSH3984 39”X84”
CSH4276 42”X76”
CSH4280 42”X80”
CSH4284 42”X84”

• Easy to clean
• Water resistant
• Antimicrobial, antifungal,  

antibacterial
• Fire resistant polyester 

-base (fire – barrier)
• Hidden zipper
• Smooth surface for  

more comfort
• Anti-slip bottom
• Exchangeable cover 

after one-three years 
(depending on usage)

All of our mattress are available with your choice of

Sealed or Hidden Zipper covers

Our covers help provide comfort, safety, and easy maintenance in institutional 
settings. The vinyl covers are antimicrobial, antibacterial and easily cleaned.

Custom Screening
Customize your mattress with 
your logo or design.

Available with anti-static material

Available with two and four-way stretch vinyl
Ask us about our anti-static vinyl or nylon options

Air Mattress
The Inflatable Mattress System 
with vibration is comprised of a 
mattress, supports located below
the mattress, and a vibrator 
situated on the primary support. The mattress 
has groups of cylinders with two 
different sizes alternating along the mattress 
to achieve a variation in the points of the 
pressure for the prostrate patient, which in turn reduces
pressure ulcers. 

This new air mattress periodically redistributes pressure by repeatedly loading and unloading the pressure beneath 
the patient. Unloading, or pressure removal, is typically achieved through the alternate inflation and deflation of 
a series of air-filled cells, giving rise to the more traditional description of ‘alternating therapy.’ Unlike standard 
mattresses, cyclical pressure redistribution continues even when the patient is not voluntarily moving. The additional 
benefit of vibration reduces the risk of pneumonia and minimizes labored breathing.

NEW 
PRODUCT
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• High-Density Polyurethane Stretcher Foam Pads with 12” Angle Cut
• Durable all-way stretch cover allows the body to sink into the conforming foam
• Helps provide outstanding pressure redistribution and comfort
• Also available in 3” or 5” depth
• Available with top, bottom, or both angle cuts
• Available in anti-static vinyl or nylon

Stretcher Pad
SKU Size

SP7424 74”X24”X4”
SP7524 75”X24”X4”
SP7624 76”X24”X4”
SP7824 78”X24”X5”
SP7425 74”X25”X4”
SP7525 75”X25”X4”
SP7625 76”X25”X4”
SP7825 78”X25”X5”
SP7429 74”X29”X4”
SP7529 75”X29”X4”
SP7629 76”X29”X4”
SP7829 78”X29”X5”

Bedding Sheets
Our hospital bed sheet sets give extra comfort to help patients sleep peacefully  
through the night. The gentle knit fabric provides improved circulation during sleep. 

The sheets are conveniently sized to fit most hospital beds and can be sold separately 
or with matching fitted sheet, top sheet and pillow case. 

If you can think of it,  
we can make it!
We have access to just  
about any color.

We do all types of custom 
shapes and sizes 
Talk to one of our sales representatives to 
create the perfect sheet set for you.

Transfer Sheets
Increase Patient and Staff Safety
Our transfer sheets ease caregiver back strain by making it 
easier to boost the resident toward the headboard. 

• Standard 250 lb. capacity
• Bariatric 600 lb. capacity
• Machine wash, air dry
• Disinfectant safe

SKU Size Type

TS2952S 29”x52” Standard
TS2952B 29”x52” Bariatric
TS4646S 46”x46” Standard
TS4646B 46”x46” Bariatric

Reinforced 
Edges

Heavy Duty 
Handles

Reinforced 
Corners

We do offer disposable single-patient- 
use options for infection control

NEW 
PRODUCT
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• Easy to clean, antimicrobial, antifungal, 
antibacterial, water resistant

• Fire resistant polyester base
• High density 7.5 lbs. per cu. ft. foam. 
• Cornered edges prevent water from entering
• A low-profile beveled edge helps prevent 

accidental tripping and allows wheelchairs to pass 
over easily

• Anti-slip bottoms

• High density, high resilience, long lasting  and comfortable
• Can hold individual of 300 lbs. or two adults of 150 lbs.
• Anti-slip vinyl backing for floor protection
• Choose between gray or beige polyester fabric or the antibacterial, 

antimicrobial, and easy-to-clean blue polyurethane material.
• Measures  29.5”x 39”x25.5” - Converts to 70”x39”x8.5” bed

Sofa Bed/Lounge Sofa

SKU Color

93193 Blue
93225 Grey

Converts into a twin mattress

Anti-slip 
Bottom 
Surface

Bedside
SKU Size Thickness Color

FP2470T 24” x70” 1.1” Tan
FP2470G 24” x70” 1.1” Gray
FP2470B 24” x70” 1.1” Burgundy
FP3670T 36” x70” 1.1” Tan
FP3670G 36” x70” 1.1” Gray
FP3670B 36” x70” 1.1” Burgundy

Fall Protector

Sealed 36”x68”
SKU Fold Thickness Color

FPSFM2NB Non-folding 2” Beige
FPSFM2NN Non-folding 2” Navy
FPSFM2BB Bi-folding 2” Beige
FPSFM2BN Bi-folding 2” Navy
FPSFM2TB Tri-folding 2” Beige
FPSFM2TN Tri-folding 2” Navy
FPSFM4NB Non-folding 4” Beige
FPSFM4NN Non-folding 4” Navy
FPSFM4BB Bi-folding 4” Beige
FPSFM4BN Bi-folding 4” Navy
FPSFM4TB Tri-folding 4” Beige
FPSFM4TN Tri-folding 4” Navy

Reduce the impact from falls

Helping you promote safety and reduce the risk of entrapment
Wedge Pad

Cover Material
• Water resistant
• Antimicrobial, antifungal, 

antibacterial
• Fluid Resistant
• Tear Resistant
• Flammability CA 117

Foam Material
• High-Density Polyurethane foam

SKU Length Color

WP35B 35” Blue
WP70B 70” Blue

Unique design helps reduce entrapment between mattress and side rail



1700 Barton Hills Drive 
Austin, Texas 78704

info@austinhealthsolutions.com

(888) 739-2425

©2019 AUSTIN Healthcare Solutions is a registered trademark of Creative Mattress  5/19-500  

HAVE A QUESTION?

AUSTIN Healthcare Solutions takes pride in our 

knowledgeable staff and direct relationship with 

all of our clients. We will not only meet your 

requirements, but exceed them, whatever the 

type of health care product you need. 

Our Promise to You 
If we cannot manufacture it or immediately help you with  

our in-stock supply, we will assist you in sourcing it. 

What makes us different

Are you looking for a custom size mattress, 
topper, linens, or mattress protector? We can 
do almost any size or shape. We can do cut 
corners, radius corners, beveled edges, and 
odd rectangular dimensions! We also are able 
to customize the arrangement of layers and 
densities to fit your exact needs.

Using your own custom artwork or  
designs is a great way to create a unique 
mattress or cover. 

For easier shipping, many of our products arrive 
compressed. Maximum decompression time is  
less than 10 minutes.

All of our mattress products can be made 
for bariatric application with the same foam 
combination in an 8-inch depth.

All of our mattress are FDA approved and  meet the 
16 CFR 1632 and 1633 flammability standards set 
forth by the Consumer Product Safety Commission  
(#3009983869).

Ask about custom fabrics.  
We have access to hundreds of fabrics  
and colors.


